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-at all. It has in fact done away with the distinction between voted and non-votable expenditure ?—That distinction is not a very rigid distinction because the Act itself allows the Governor-General to throw non-votable subjects open to discussion. Section 6?A makes that clear.
 58.	In  any  case  the  limitations   proposed  have
gradually disappeared ?—Well,  there is discussion.
It amounts to this.    The primary limitations have
not disappeared because these subjects are non-voted.
 59.	That is the actual act of voting, but otherwise
the  non-votable  expenditure  is   discussed   just   as
freely under this convention as voted expenditure ?
—Yes.    That is at the general discussion.    Tha$ is
•definitely thrown open by the order of the Governor-
General in exercise of his power under sub-section (3)
•of Section 67A.    The section says " nor shall they be
" open to discussion by either chamber . . . unless " the Governor-General otherwise directs." Every year the Governor-General does make a direction.
 60.	Consequentially the member-in-charge answers
questions on non-votable expenditure even though
there is no vote on them.    Is that not so ?—Yes, it
really amounts to that.
 61.	Therefore indirectly—I am only looking at the
facts and arguments contained in the memorandum
—the Assembly exercises its influence, say, on the
military expenditure, if not to the same extent as on
voted items at least to a large extent, even though it
is shut out under the Government of India Act ?—
It is very difficult to say how much a vote of the
Assembly,  for instance,  in refusing money for the
notable   portion   of   the   Army   department   really
influences the non-votable portion.

 62.	The money that is votable is very small ?—
Yes.
 63.	It is a deliberate policy of the Government of
India then—I do not say to connive—to acquiesce
in it ?—Yes ;   I should certainly think so.
 64.	The Chairman : Does it depend on the Govern
ment of India or does it depend on the rulings of the
President ?
Lord Burnham : I think so far as the Governor-•General does not exercise his powers or allows discussion, it really depends on the Government of India. I do not know and that is why I am asking you.
The Witness : As regards the discussion, sir, when I said they are open to discussion, I meant unless the •Governor-General otherwise directs. What happens is this. There is a positive message just before the beginning of the general discussion saying that the Governor-General throws open to discussion these subjects.
65.	The Chairman :   I am sorry I misunderstood
you.    67A is the section which is on page 93.    I am
"reading  sub-section   (3) :    " The  proposals  of  the
"" Governor-General in Council for the appropriation
'  of revenue or moneys relating  to  the following
•* heads of expenditure shall not be submitted to the
'  vote of the Legislative Assembly, nor shall they
1 be open  to discussion by  either chamber  .  ,  .
"*  unless  the  Governor-General   otherwise  directs."
-And the fifth one is—" expenditure classified by the
" order of the Governor-General in Council as ...
" (c) defence"    I   see   that   there  are   the   words
**' unless the Governor-General otherwise directs."
The Witness : We get a positive direction.
66.	Lord Burnham :   It is an important constitu-
-tional point, sir, because if this is so, it is not true to
•say that the Assembly is debarred from, discussing or
-dealing with defence.—Certainly not true, sir,
 67.	I myself have sometimes seen that stated.
Well then, the other point that I want you to tell
me about is with regard to the discussion of the Audit
and Appropriation Report.—I am afraid I am not
in a position to answer on that point, sir.   (Mr.
Dunnett) : I think I will be able to answer, sir.
 68.	Lord Bwrnham :  Please turn to page 61 of the
memorandum.    At the bottom of that page it is
stated " The Committee (that is to say, the Public *• Accounts Committee^ has claimed that it should be
 " allowed, at least by convention, to go into the " receipt side of the accounts. The Committee's " claim to be entitled to examine receipts has been " conceded, not by the establishment of a convention, " but by interpreting the statutory rules as permitting " the Committee to offer in its report criticisms and " recommendations upon any matter discussed in the " Audit and Appropriation Report submitted to it " or in the Auditor-General's forwarding report where " such matter concerns the accounts of expenditure, " voted or non-voted, or those of receipts." That is to say, that they discuss on this report the policy involved in the expenditure, I suppose ?—(Mr. Dunnett): I am not able to follow you, sir.
 69.	What I mean to say is that so far as I read
pages 60-62* dealing with this matter, a convention
has been established by which all matters, voted and
non-voted, that occur in the accounts are discussed
from the point of view of policy as well and not simply
on the financial results ?—The basis of the position
is twofold ;   they are in two sets of statutory rules.
The Public Accounts Committee is set up under the
last two rules of the Indian Legislative Rules, and I
think the effect there is to give their functions the
same extension as practically the functions of the
Auditor-General;  anyhow their interests are practic
ally co-extensive with the Auditor-General's report.
That again is governed by another set of statutory
rules, rules defining the position and  functions of
the  Auditor-General.     Roughly,   he  is   given   two
functions;   he is to examine the regularity of the
Government of India expenditure and the propriety;
he is to conduct appropriation and administrative
audit.    I think the position we have been working to
in the interpretation of these two sets of financial
rules is that the Public Accounts Committee has a
similar concern both with the appropriation side and
the   administrative   side,    that   is   to   say,    with
the    regularity    and    the    propriety    of    expendi-
 70.	The Chairman :  What do you mean by " pro
priety "—whether it is a good or a bad plan to spend ?
—It means the application of the canons of financial
propriety.    These are defined in the Auditor General's
rules.    There are five canons, defining the functions
of the Auditor-General.    " Regularity " means ,that
money is applied according to the terms of the grant.
In short, we are working to this interpretation of the
statutory rules that the Public Accounts Committee
has the same concern as the Auditor-General's report,
that is to say, that it has these two functions irre
spective of the distinction between voted and non-
voted expenditure.
 71.	Lord Burnham :  I see it is stated in the memo
randum that'' it may challenge not only the regularity
" of expenditure but also its propriety, even if it be
*' not irregular."    I only want to know whether that
covers the policy which is being expressed in the
expenditure or the receipts ?—I  think  the  policy
would be rather the concern of the Standing Finance
Committee which advises at an earlier stage before
the expenditure is undertaken.    But " propriety "
refers to the canons of financial propriety.    These
canons are contained in the Auditor-General's Rules.
 72.	The Chairman: If one without an expert know
ledge of Accounts  were to "read the sentence  on.
page 61*  that " The Committee may challenge not
*' only the regularity  of expenditure  but  also  its
" propriety/' he will interpret it to mean that the
Committee has got the power to say " why all this
** money is being spent on this subject, it would be
" better if much less is spent/' and so on.    That is
one sense of the -word " propriety.'*    Is it used in
that sense ?—No, sir.
 73.	That is what I want you to explain to us.—
Whether revenue should be expended on a certain
purpose—that is, the general point of policy—comes
up at the time the grant is made or the expenditure
undertaken, if it is non-voted; that is to say, it comes
before the Standing Finance Committee.    The Public
* Vol. IV.

